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Abstract: Blast waves produced by 60 high-explosive detonations were
recorded at short distances (few hundreds of meters); the corresponding
waveforms show charge-configuration independent coda-like features
(i.e., similar shapes, amplitudes, and phases) lasting several seconds.
These features are modeled as reflected and/or scattered waves by
acoustic reflectors/scatters surrounding the explosions. Using explosion
pairs, relative coda phase delays are extracted and modeled as changes
in sound speed due to changes in air temperature. Measurements from
nearby weather towers are used for validation.
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1. Introduction

Blast waves are defined as an abrupt jump in pressure followed by an immediate decay
after a peak is reached (density and acoustic particle velocity follow the same pattern).
The detonation of high explosives (HE) or mixtures of volatile gases can generate blast
waves (Needham, 2010). The duration of the overpressure above and below ambient
pressure, for the first time after the arrival of the shock, are called positive and nega-
tive phases, respectively. The amplitude of the waveform after these two main compo-
nents is highly attenuated and reaches ambient noise levels in few seconds. We found,
by studying a series of small HE detonations (between 1 and 15 kg) recorded at less
than 1 km with the same source-receiver geometry, that the signal after the negative
phase has features that repeat in amplitude and phase consistently between explosions.
We call this part of the signal the acoustic coda.

Seismic coda waves have been defined as a signal (different from background
noise) present in a seismogram after the arrival of major wave types, i.e., P, S, and sur-
face waves, and are commonly interpreted as the result of backscattering by heteroge-
neities in the propagation media (Aki and Chouet, 1975). Seismic codas are considered
the thumbprint of the media’s heterogeneities and thus have been extensively studied
(see Herraiz and Espinosa, 1987). For example, small phase shifts in codas have been
used to monitor small changes in the medium configuration (Snieder, 2006). Poupinet
et al. (1984) modeled small phase delays as changes in crustal velocities, Roberts et al.
(1992) modeled similar behavior in laboratory samples and included estimates of
attenuation (quantified in the seismic community by the parameter Q), and
Ratdomopurbo and Poupinet (1995) used the same approach and suggested a change
in velocity related to changes in the pressure in a volcanic chamber. For acoustic sig-
nals propagating in the atmosphere, Perepelkin et al. (2011) and Blom and Waxler
(2012) identified specific elements in acoustic codas to characterize various aspects of
the vertical sound speed profiles in the nocturnal boundary layer. We show in this
work a technique to extract relative changes in air temperature; the technique is based
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on comparing the codas from explosion pairs, measuring relative phase delays, and
extracting air temperature ratios.

2. Instrumentation and data

A group of HE detonations (Composition B) were conducted at Los Alamos National
Laboratory; the explosions comprised charges with different shapes (cylinders and
spheres), height of bursts (HOBs; �1, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 m), and masses (1, 4, 11,
14 kg). Exploding bridgewire detonators fired the charges. A rope traversing two
concrete-block towers was used to suspend the charges. This allowed us to fire the
charges at varying heights with minimal interference from experimental infrastructure.
The instrumentation for this experiment comprised: (1) four stations (TRE, RDG,
MOM, MOH) with InfraNMT sensors (Marcillo et al., 2012) located at different dis-
tances (0.23, 0.29, 0.8, and 0.81 km) and azimuths (77�, �94�, 77�, and 71�) from the
shot pit [Fig. 1(a)], and (2) data from two weather towers (TA-6 and TA-54, not
shown in the map) located (relative to the shot pit) at 5.3 and 5 km with azimuths of
315� and 91�, respectively. The recording systems were set to sample and store 1000
samples per second. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the waveforms from explosions #93
(sphere, 14.9 kg) and #99 (cylinder, 11.6 kg) recorded at the closest sensor (TRE). Both
explosions had a HOB of 4 m. These waveforms display similar shapes for the positive
phases; higher maximum amplitudes correspond to heavier charges as expected. The
negative phases, however, are different; the cylindrical charge shows a local maximum
between 40–50 ms not seen in waveforms from spherical charges. This peak is present
in most of the cylindrical charges and can be related to a more complex radiation pat-
tern (Knock and Davies, 2013) and its interaction with the surroundings. The negative
phases are followed by very rapid amplitude attenuation. Figure 1(d) shows both
waveforms side by side in a larger time window (5 s after the onset of the signals) and
shorter pressure scale (610 Pa). Note the similarity between the signals in shape,

FIG. 1. (Color online) Sensor distribution and examples of recorded signals. (a) The location of the sensor sta-
tions (squares) and shot pit (triangle). (b) and (c) The initial 0.3 s of explosions #93 (dashed line) and #99 (solid
line) recorded by station TRE. (d) The initial 5 s for the explosions of (b) and (c) with the signals side by side for
comparison.
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relative location, and amplitude, and the slight phase delay that appears to increase
with time.

2.1 Cross-correlograms

We use a cross-correlogram (XC) technique to measure the degree of similarity
between the different sections of the signals; we are following the approach described
by Poupinet et al. (1984) but are comparing the signals in the time domain. To con-
struct our XCs, we compute the cross-correlation between corresponding sliding win-
dows in the waveforms. The coefficients of the cross-correlation for each window are
color-coded and mapped on a 2D plot. We perform the cross-correlation using 0.2-s
moving windows with 0.15-s overlap. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the signals and XCs
corresponding to the explosions described in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) recorded by stations
TRE and RDG, respectively. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the signals and the corre-
sponding XCs for explosions #49 and #99 recorded at TRE and RDG stations,
respectively. Explosion #49 corresponds to a 4.9 kg charge with cylindrical shape and
a HOB of 4 m.

The XCs display three main features: (1) localized times with high cross-
correlation, (2) a slope in the sections with high correlation coefficients (main trend),
and (3) short time windows with different slopes embedded in the main trend. The sec-
tions with high correlation coefficients in the XCs (feature 1) have similar shapes and
relative locations for different explosion pairs recorded by the same station, for exam-
ple, compare Figs. 2(a) and 2(c). The shape and relative location of these sections are
different for the same explosion pair recorded at different stations. Feature 2, the slope
in the sections with high correlation coefficients, has similar values in XCs of the same
explosion pair at different stations, for example, compare Figs. 2(a) and 2(b); the slope

FIG. 2. (Color online) Examples of the acoustic signals and their cross-correlograms. (a) and (c) The explosion
signals and the XCs between explosions #93 and #49 using explosion # 99 as reference for station TRE; (b) and
(d) The corresponding signals and XCs for station RDG. The cross-correlograms use a sliding window of 0.2 s
and 0.15 s overlapping. Temperature ratios extracted from the coda analysis with corresponding 95% confidence
intervals (inside the square brackets) are also shown.
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is different for different explosion pairs. Feature 3 is variable between different explo-
sion pairs and different stations.

We modeled the features found in the XCs using the presence of scattering ele-
ments (feature 1), changes in air temperature (feature 2), and wind (feature 3).
Infrastructure (e.g., concrete towers) and other physical objects around the explosions
(e.g., ground, trees) can scatter and/or reflect the incoming blast wave; as the source-
receiver geometry and topography does not change, feature 1 is persistent between the
explosions and specific for each station. Changes in air temperature affect the sound
speed and the relative location of the scattered/reflected waves in the coda; thus, the
coda is stretched and compressed with lower and higher temperatures, respectively.
Feature 2 is the result of the changes in air temperature between explosions. As tem-
perature affects the sound speed isotropically, so we see similar slopes at different sta-
tions for the same pair of explosions [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. On the other hand, wind is
a vector and its influence on sound speed depends on the projection of the wind in the
direction of propagation. We speculate that feature 3 depends strongly on the wind
and source-scatter-receiver geometry. As the detonations were conducted in a facility
that requires low-wind conditions for testing, feature 3 is not a strong element in the
recorded codas.

3. Air temperature and its influence on the coda phases

The velocity of sound in the air is controlled by the air temperature (T), wind (w, the
vector wind velocity), and the direction of propagation (n, the dimensionless unit vec-
tor normal to the wavefront). We define effective sound speed (cef f ) as a magnitude to
account for these parameters as cef f ¼ cþ n � w, where c ¼ cðTÞ ffi 20:06

ffiffiffiffi
T
p

corre-
sponds to the adiabatic sound speed, T is the absolute temperature (K), and the term
n � w corresponds to the dot product between the propagation and wind vectors. This
equation shows that changes in air temperature have an isotropic effect in the sound
speed, while changes in the wind vector have an anisotropic effect as it depends of the
projection of the wind along the vector normal to the wavefront.

We have defined the coda as the result of waves scattered by high impedance
elements in the environment and subsequently recorded at the receiver after the first ar-
rival. We now define Ddi ¼ dbi þ div � dbv, where dab corresponds to the radial dis-
tance between a and b, the superscripts b, i, and v correspond to source, ith scatter/
reflector, and receiver, respectively. Assuming that two explosions (identified by sub-
scripts 1 and 2) have the same source and receiver locations and scattering elements,
we can write Ddi

1 ¼ Ddi
2, where the subscript identifies the explosions; we can also write

Ddi
1 ¼ c1ðT1Þti

1, where ti
1 corresponds to the arrival time of the signal scattered by the

ith element relative to the direct arrival. As the air temperature can change between
explosions, we write

c1ðT1Þti
1 ¼ c2ðT2Þti

2: (1)

Using XCs, we can extract phase delays in the codas of a pair of explosions and write
ti
2 ¼ ðti

1 þ dtiÞ. Using the dependence of the air temperature and adiabatic sound speed,
we can write Eq. (1) as

T1

T2
¼ 1þ dti

tn
1

 !2

: (2)

Using the maximum cross-correlation value in the XCs, we can extract points
for each sliding window and fit a linear equation to the set of points. Equation (2) can
now be used to derive temperature ratios using the slope of the fitted curve. Figure
3(a) shows the estimated temperature ratios obtained by applying the coda analysis to
all the explosions of the dataset for station TRE. We see the same behavior for the
temperature ratios extracted using the signals from the other stations. As TRE is the
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closest station and the one with higher signal-to-noise ratios, the inverted temperature
ratios are better constrained (smaller confidence intervals). We are using explosion #99
as a reference for all the XCs. We use air temperature recorded by nearby weather
towers to validate our approach. Figure 3(b) shows the vertical temperature for a sub-
set of explosions. As the profiles show a negative gradient, we expect the acoustic
energy to reach the sensors by traveling mainly horizontally, without significant
refraction.

4. Discussion

Figure 3 shows that the coda-based ratios follow the air temperature measurements
from nearby weather towers. The temperature measurements from both towers show
differences up to 3 �C between each other, with TA-54 having consistently higher val-
ues than TA-6; these differences can be related to local effects such as vegetation,
cloud coverage, or topography. Our inversion follows the main feature (note ratios
between explosions 60 and 80, between 20/5 and 23/5, Fig. 3) and most of the small
features (between explosions 78 and 82) in air temperature with values consistently
between the temperatures from the weather towers. As the waves in the coda travel dif-
ferent distances in all directions around the source before reaching the sensor, local
changes in air temperature are averaged. Thus, the technique described here provides a
bulk estimation of the relative air temperature that we suggest is less sensitive to local
effects. Also, as this technique uses only relative changes in the coda, precise ground-
truth information is not required.

Our technique relies on distinguishing the coda from the background noise.
This requirement is easily met for blast waves recorded at short distances under low
wind conditions. For other scenarios where this technique could be applied, such as
volcanic explosions or lightning, the signal-to-noise ratio for the coda can be lower.
For those cases, very small aperture arrays could be used to enhance the coda; these
arrays could also provide information of the relative location of the scattering ele-
ments. As the changes in phase can be on the order of milliseconds, a sampling rate in
excess of 1 kHz could increase the applicability of our technique.

Feature 3, present in some of the XCs, is suggested as the result of wind in
one or both of the explosion pairs. Different from the influence of temperature, wind

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Air temperature ratios from nearby weather towers (asterisks and crosses) and tem-
perature ratios (dots) extracted using coda analysis (and corresponding 95% confidence intervals, error bars),
explosion #99 is used as reference. (b) Air temperature profiles from nearby weather tower for the explosions in
Fig. 2. The large confidence intervals for the ratios for explosions #89 and #90 can be related to a more distrib-
uted source as these charges were buried 1 m below ground.
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affects the propagation preferentially. Modeling the influence of the wind would
require knowing the specific location of scattering points and using a reference explo-
sion without wind. This may introduce more constraints but has the potential of
extending our technique to recover wind and temperature simultaneously.

5. Conclusions

By analyzing blast waves from chemical explosion, we found features that repeat in
amplitude and phase consistently between explosions and can last several seconds; we
call this part of the signal the acoustic coda. By using the acoustic coda, we have dem-
onstrated a technique to recover differential air temperatures around explosions. This
technique provides an estimation of changes in bulk air temperature that has less sensi-
tivity to very local atmospheric changes. Also, as the coda is very sensitive to changes
in the location of background scatters, this technique can provide information on
changes in source location between explosions. Some volcanoes can provide favorable
conditions to apply our technique (for example, see Marchetti et al., 2013); i.e., loud
and highly repetitive sources and very distinctive topography (e.g., crater walls and
domes). For these environments, our technique could provide information of changes
in temperature and wind that could be used to complement other direct atmospheric
measurements.
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